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Abstract
The clinical observations of periodontal and prosthetic therapies using retrospective and radiographic evaluation have indicated that molars 

affected with advanced furcation involvement (FI) are more prone to reducing clinical periodontal support and losing clinical attachments. The 
present case showed approach using molar root separation and the design of unilateral CSCTD and magnetic attachment to treating the right 
maxillary secondary molar with Class II and III furcation involvement. Result showed a remarkable improvement around periodontal tissue of the 
inner crowns and infra-furcation and furcation roof 14 years later. It can be concluded that the design of the CSCTD combined with magnetic 
attachment appears to be an effectiveness method in treating advanced molar furcation problems.
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Introduction
The clinical observations of periodontal and prosthetic therapies 

using retrospective and radiographic evaluation have indicated that 
molars affected with advanced Furcation Involvement (FI) are more 
prone to reducing clinical periodontal support and losing clinical 
attachments [1,2]. Predictable and effective treatment of molars 
affected FI of advanced periodontitis including tunnel preparation, 
furcation plasty, root sepsrstion, root hemisection, and root 
amputation these techniques exhibits discrepancies in the success 
rates and their complications are still controversial [3-8].

However, these procedures have been associated with several 
complications, problems, such as a residual deeper root concavity, 
dental plaque control difficulities problems in restoring the resected 
molars, and root caries [5,9,10]. Therefore, how to resolve these 
complications is the most important using root resection/separation 
technique and design of periodontal prosthesis fabrication.

The Crown and Sleeve-coping Telescopic Denture (CSCTD) 
was recommended as a periodontal prosthesis for the treatment of 
advanced periodontal periodontitis with guided prognosis in clinical 
evaluation [11,12]. The technique provides some advantages, such 
as maintaining com- promised abutments, ease of plaque control, 

a reducing destructive torque force, and less leveling forces on the 
supported abutments [11-13].

There is little or limited report regarding the treatment of molar 
with class II and III furcation involvements using CSCTD combined 
with magnetic attachment. In order to treat Advanced Class II and/
or III molar FI with poor root morphology in the remaining root 
following root separation and/or resection, we design a modified 
approach, combination of molar root separation together with a 
specifically magnetic attachment, name as a “partial CSC telescopic 
denture with magnetic attachment.”

Case Report
A 66-year-old male in good health, presented with chief complaints 

of the deterioration of left maxillary second molar with advanced 
frucation involvement. The symptoms including, gingival bleeding, 
slight mobility, gingival recession, and inability to chew, had been 
observed since he was 6 years ago. He had visited some dental clinics 
been told that the mobile molar with advanced Class II to III should 
be extracted. Based on the periodontal examination slight gingival 
recession, heavy deposits of calculus, moderate plaque retention, and 
Classes II and/or III molar FI were noted on the maxillary 2nd molar. 
Clinical assessment included GI [14], Pl [15] and alveolar bone loss 
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score, Probing Depth (PD), and Clinical Attachment Level (CAL) 
which were measured from the baseline (2005) until treatment was 
completed 14 years (2019).

Radiographic illustrated a moderate loss of #17 on the furcation 
roof and infra-furcation area of right maxillary 2nd molar. A final 
diagnosis of moderate adult periodontitis with Classes II and/ or III 
molar FI was made.

Treatment
Patient was instructed in thorough plaque control before basic 

periodontal therapy consisted of basic and routine meticulous 
subgingival scaling, root planning, and sub-gingival curettage 
undertaken once a week for 3 months followed by pocket irrigation 
with chlorhexidine gluconate 0.12%. Supportive periodontal therapy 
was established every 2 to 4 weeks for 12 months.

The inner crowns with magnetic attachment (#15) of partial 
CSC- telescopic denture unit of left maxillary from #14 to #17 was 
constructed after root separation (#17) (Figure 1). Figure 2 indicates 
the cross view of the partial CSCTD. Buccal and palatal views of 
CSCTD with magnetic attachment were showed in Figures 3, and 4. 
Figure 4 shows the facial view (Figure 5), right posterior view (Figure 
6) of inner crowns (#14, #15, #17), and appearance of CSC-telescopic 

Figure 1: Cross-sectional view shows inner crowns of # 14, # 15 
with magnetic attachment, and # 17 with 3 inner crowns after root 
separation (2006).

Figure 2: Cross-sectional view of CSC-telescopic crowns with magnetic 
attachment (# 14).

Figure 3: Buccal surface CSC-telescopic crown with magnetic 
attachment. (# 14).

Figure 4: Palatal surface CSC-telescopic crown with magnetic 
attachment (#14).

outer crown of posterior buccal surface (Figure 7).

Discussion
The primary objectives of CSC telescopic denture with root 

separation is to preserve the poor abutments with advanced periodontal 
bone loss, to increase proprioception, improve retention, and stability 
of periodontal prosthesis. The secondary purpose is to establish an 
environment conductive to professional and personal plaque control 
during the maintenance phase. The design of a CSCTD design seems 
to be a better choice as compared to the clasped removable partial 
denture.

Clinical evaluations of the CSCTD with magnetic attachment 
restoration revealed a remarkable improvement around periodontal 
tissue of the inner crowns and intra-furcation and furcation roof of 
#17 after molar root separation (Fig 1) The probing depth, clinical 
attachment level, and periodontal health of most abutments remained 
within normal ranges (≦ 3 mm) after periodontal and prosthetic 
therapies using the CSCTD with magnetic attachment.

The present case report revealed that the effectiveness of plaque 
control and remarkable periodontal healing as compared to the #17 
with Class II & III molar FI without root separation. Similar findings 
were also noted for the scores of GI, PD, and CAL.
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Muller HP, et al. [3] presented that about 44% of molars with 
Class III FI were extracted after periodontal surgery, irrespective of 
recall visits and sub-gingival scaling. At lesion sites with ≧ 5mm and 
bleeding on probing, evaluation visits were carried out every 2 to 3 
months for professional prophylaxis. They concluded that the decision 
for the selecting a treatment modality appears to depend on the degree 
of molar FI as well as tooth type.

Some investigators have reported that the limited and less 
predictable success of the treatment modality of Classes II and III 
maxillary furcation defects seems to depend essentially on the class 
molar FI and root morphology, irrespective of the operator’s skill and 
severity of the periodontitis [3,4,6,13]. They concluded that factors 
such as furcation anatomy and size of the defects between the alveolar 
bone and tooth and the amount of remaining periodontium facing the 
defect are also important.

The fact in the current report a remarkably greater improvement 
in periodontal tissues healing has been obtained following molar 
root separation and fabrication of CSCTD with magnetic attachment 
design appeared to be more predictable result than molars without 
root separation. This finding strongly suggests that this special design 
of both molar FI with root separation and CSCTD with magnetic 
attachment appears to be a valuable technique in treating the molar 
affected with classes II and/or III FI.

Majority of the documented reports related to the successful 
treatment of CSCTD are case reports [11,12]. In 1999, Hou GL, 
et al. [13] presented a case series study associated with long-term 
treatment of molar furcation involvement using root separation and 
a CSCTD for 6.7 ±1.9 years. More recently, Hou GL, et al. [16,17] 
also documented two long-term studies showed very excellent and 
remarkable improvement of molars with advanced FI in treating 
severe advanced periodontitis with secondary occlusal trauma for 
5.1-39 years. Results showed that it got not only the effective and 
prominent in the periodontal soft and hard tissues healing, but also, 
increase the survival rates of molars with classes II and III FIs using 
the Sandwich’s technique.

The long-term clinical evaluation of present report concluded 
that the technique in treating the molar with FI using the CSCTD 
combined magnetic attachment design seems to be a valuable and 
effective method for dental clinicians.
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